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N E W S L E T T E R

Disney+ is the dedicated streaming home for TV series and movies from Disney, Pixar, Marvel,
Star Wars, National Geographic and Star, including exclusive Disney+ Originals.
This newsletter provides regular updates on upcoming originals, brand-new episodes,
and the latest blockbuster movies joining the service in the UK. Some highlights arriving on the
platform this month include all seasons of classic sitcom My Wife and Kids, as well as BJ Novak’s
star-studded new series The Premise and season 20 of cult hit Family Guy, plus lots more!
Please note, movie & TV series availability can vary by country and is subject to change. The below is correct at time of issuing.
For general media inquiries, please contact Disney+ UK Press Office

DID YOU KNOW?
Disney+ Day is coming! The global celebration on 12th November will treat fans to new
entertainment releases across Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, National Geographic
and Star, along with a special presentation on Disney+ for fans with sneak peeks into
what’s to come
Remember, remember the 5th of November: this Bonfire Night on Disney+ you can
stream the dazzling Illuminations Firework Show, all the way from Disneyland Paris

20 years of 24… the 2nd November marks 20 years since Jack Bauer first hit our screens,
fighting bad guys for LA’s Counter-Terrorism Unit. Celebrate the anniversary of the iconic
series with all seasons now streaming on Disney+

CELEBRATE DISNEY+ DAY!
On the 12th of November, subscribers to Disney+ will be entertained with an inaugural Disney+ Day fan celebration,
which will include breaking news, first looks, new trailers, exclusive clips and appearances from Disney+ creators
and stars. Fans can also look forward to Marvel Studios’ Shang-Chi and The Legend of The Ten Rings and Jungle
Cruise dropping on the service, as well as content premieres from all of the marquee brands: including a special
celebrating the origins and legacy of Star Wars’ legendary bounty hunter, Boba Fett; a special celebrating the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, with an exciting look towards the future; and lots more, including the below…

HOW AMERICA GOT HOOKED ON A LIE
From executive producer Danny Strong, and starring and executive produced by Michael Keaton, Dopesick examines how one company
triggered the worst drug epidemic in American history. The series takes viewers to the epicentre of America’s struggle with opioid addiction,
from the boardrooms of Big Pharma to a distressed Virginia mining community to the hallways of the DEA. Defying all the odds, heroes
will emerge in an intense and thrilling ride to take down the craven corporate forces behind this national crisis and their allies. The eightepisode limited series is inspired by the New York Times bestselling book by Beth Macy.

Dopesick – Original Series

Streaming from 12th November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

A MARVEL LEGEND WILL RISE…
Marvel Studios’ latest blockbuster stars Simu Liu as Shang-Chi, who must face the past he thought he left behind and confront his father,
leader of the dangerous Ten Rings organization. The film also stars Awkwafina as Shang-Chi’s friend Katy, Meng’er Zhang, Fala Chen, and
Florian Munteanu, with Michelle Yeoh as Ying Nan and Tony Leung as Xu Wenwu.

Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings

Streaming from 12th November

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

A BELOVED FAMILY-FRIENDLY ADVENTURE
Join Dwayne Johnson as wisecracking skipper Frank Wolff, and Emily Blunt as intrepid researcher Dr. Lily Houghton, in a rollicking thrill-ride
down the Amazon in Disney’s Jungle Cruise. Lily is determined to uncover an ancient tree with unparalleled healing abilities – possessing the
power to change the future of medicine. Thrust on this epic quest together, the unlikely duo encounter innumerable dangers and supernatural
forces, all lurking in the deceptive beauty of the lush rainforest. But as the secrets of the lost tree unfold, the stakes reach even higher for Lily
and Frank, and their fate – and mankind’s – hangs in the balance.

Jungle Cruise

Streaming from 12th November - available to all Disney+ subscribers

[+] STILLS

[+] MEDIA KIT

JEFF GOLDBLUM IS BACK
Jeff Goldblum is back — and he’s as curious as ever. In this new season of the National Geographic series, Jeff uncovers surprising
secrets behind a whole new host of topics. While meeting a new cast of fantastic characters, from passionate fans to experts unveiling
life-changing new technology, Jeff discovers just how these topics have shaped the world we live in.

The World According to Jeff Goldblum S2 – Disney+ Original Series

Streaming from 12th November

[+] STILLS

A REIMAGINING OF THE ICONIC HOLIDAY FRANCHISE
Max Mercer is a mischievous and resourceful young boy who has been left behind while his family is in Japan for the holidays. So when a married
couple attempting to retrieve a priceless heirloom set their sights on the Mercer family’s home, it’s up to Max to protect it from the trespassers –
and he’ll do whatever it takes to keep them out. Hilarious hijinks of epic proportions ensue, but despite the absolute chaos, Max comes to realise
that there really is no place like home sweet home. The film stars Ellie Kemper, Rob Delaney, Archie Yates, Aisling Bea and more.

Home Sweet Home Alone – Disney+ Original Movie

Streaming from 12th November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

WHAT ELSE IS NEW ON DISNEY+ THIS MONTH?
KICK OFF THE HOLIDAYS WITH HAWKEYE
Marvel Studios’ Hawkeye is an original new series set in post-blip New York City where former Avenger Clint Barton, aka Hawkeye (Jeremy
Renner), has a seemingly simple mission: get back to his family for Christmas. But when a threat from his past shows up, Hawkeye
reluctantly teams up with Kate Bishop (Hailee Steinfeld), a 22-year-old skilled archer and his biggest fan, to unravel a criminal conspiracy.

Hawkeye – Disney+ Original Series

Streaming from 24th November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] MEDIA KIT

THE FAB FOUR LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN THEM BEFORE
Directed by three-time OSCAR®-winning filmmaker Peter Jackson, The Beatles: Get Back takes audiences back in time to the band’s intimate
recording sessions during a pivotal moment in music history. The documentary showcases the warmth, camaraderie and creative genius that
defined the legacy of the iconic foursome, compiled from over 60 hours of unseen footage shot in January 1969 (by Michael Lindsay-Hogg)
and more than 150 hours of unheard audio, all of which has been brilliantly restored. Jackson is the only person in 50 years to have been given
access to these private film archives.
The Beatles: Get Back is the story of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo Starr as they plan their first live show in
over two years, capturing the writing and rehearsing of 14 new songs, originally intended for release on an accompanying live album. The
documentary features The Beatles’ last live performance as a group for the first time in its entirety, at the unforgettable rooftop concert on
London’s Savile Row, as well as other songs and classic compositions featured on the band’s final two albums, Abbey Road and Let It Be.

The Beatles: Get Back – Disney+ Original Series

Streaming across the 25th, 26th and 27th November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

THE MOST PRESSING MORAL QUESTIONS OF THE MODERN ERA
Hosted by B.J. Novak, this anthology series about timeless moral questions in unprecedented times, takes provocative concepts and brings
them into the open, delivering three-dimensional, character-driven stories with humour and heart.

The Premise – Original Series

Stream episodes 1 + 2 from 3rd November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

[+] PROJECT FACT SHEET

AN UNCONVENTIONAL TALKSHOW
In The Choe Show, world-renowned artist David Choe turns his eccentric, compassionate and disruptive worldview into a lens for an
audience to experience a radical empathy for others. From the walls of his childhood home, Choe takes his guests on a journey where he
is a motivational interviewer and compassionate listener. He uses the acts of art and play as Choe and his guests depart on a journey of
shared emotional experience. It is through their bonded and authentic connection that Choe is able to bring forth an of-the-moment honesty.

The Choe Show – Original Series

Streaming from 24th November - exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

MORE ADULT ANIMATION COMING TO DISNEY+
This November ushers in a host of adult animation for your viewing pleasure.

Family Guy S20

The Simpsons S32

Streaming from 3rd November - exclusively on Disney+

Streaming from 3rd November

MOVIE HIGHLIGHTS COMING TO STAR THIS MONTH:
Face / Off

Big Trouble in Little China

Streaming from 5th November

Streaming from 26th November

Garden State

Black Swan

Streaming from 26th November

Streaming from 26th November
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